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        We are the Postharvest Community

      

            
      
                  
	The 12th  International Blueberry Conference connects blueberry growers and fans


          

            
        
      
                
          
	Would you like to improve ONLINE your knowledge in postharvest handling, fresh-cut processing, storage and transportation of fruit and vegetables?


        

                  
      
                
          
	Biodegradable Sensor for Monitoring Residues in Minutes


        

                      

                  
            

                  
        
                  
                          
                                        
                                    
                                                      
                      

                

      

          

  



  
    
              
          
            
              Cooling and CA

            

                        
              
                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	MET MANN Unveils Cutting-Edge HVAC Innovations at MCE Fair in Milan

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	"We work together with VDH Products for our ripening rooms as they are the best in Europe, in terms of hardware and software"

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	Ethylene product for banana ripening approved in Germany
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              Phytosanitaries

            

                        
              
                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	Exploring the Influence of Ethylene on Produce Storage

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	Janssen PMP is hiring a Sales Manager for LATAM

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	How to effectively remove ethylene during broccoli storage?
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              Packaging

            

                        
              
                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	AIMPLAS hosts its first international seminar on trends in antimicrobial applications on 12-13 June

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	Villita Avocados relies on Giró to develop a new bag for avocados 100% free of plastic

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	ULMA Packaging develops WidthFlex™, a system for variable-width thermoforming machines that minimises film scrap
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	Sackett Ranch meets the high standards of the USA’s most popular potato chip brand by using TOMRA sorters

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	BrimaPack stands out at Fruit Logistica 2024 with VePack, the most versatile wrapper

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	AI for citrus sorting and robotic packing, MAF RODA's key innovations at Fruit Logistica 2024
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	Maximizing Agricultural Quality and Efficiency: The Comprehensive Guide to Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) Applications

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	Analytica's Technological Investment Strengthens its Commitment to Food Quality and Safety

	

			

                  

                                  
                    
	
	
					
			
	Innovative Hurdle Technique: Extending Fresh-Cut Vegetables' Shelf Life with Vacuum Precooling and MAP
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                                                                            Absoger

                                                                            AgriCoat NatureSeal

                                                                            AgroFresh

                                                                            Agrosta

                                                                            Analytica Alimentaria

                                                                            Ángel Mir

                                                                            BG Door International

                                                                            Bioconservación

                                                                            Bizerba Iberia

                                                                            Brimapack

                                                                            Catalytic Generators

                                                                            Citrosol

                                                                            Decco Ibérica

                                                                            Ejido Cartón

                                                                            FAM STUMABO

                                                                            Felix Instruments

                                                                            Fresh Produce Instruments

                                                                            Fruit Logistica

                                                                            Grup Giró

                                                                            Ilerfred

                                                                            Infia Iberica

                                                                            Interko

                                                                            Interpoma

                                                                            IRTA

                                                                            Isofred

                                                                            Isolcell

                                                                            Janssen PMP

                                                                            Kelvin Solutions

                                                                            Macfrut

                                                                            Maf Roda

                                                                            Matyc

                                                                            Met Mann

                                                                            MF - Mantenimientos Frigoríficos Sevilla

                                                                            Moelco Levante

                                                                            Paclife

                                                                            Poscosecha

                                                                            StepacPPC
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                                                                            T.R. Turoni
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    Mobile Precool Unit, to cool down rapidly to the desired temperature

	

                    

                                    
                        
	
    
					
			
    Cherry Vision 3.0 and UNIQ Cherry

	

                    

                                    
                        
	
    
					
			
    Natureseal, edible coatings for shelf-life extension for ready-to-eat produce

	

                    

                                    
                        
	
    
					
			
    SmartFresh™ enables just-picked quality all the way to the consumer

	

                    

                                    
                        
	
    
					
			
    Ripening Secc, the door for fruit ripening rooms

	

                    

                                    
                        
	
    
					
			
    Agrosta Wonderfast, versatile fruit texture analyzer with turntable
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	FAM STUMABO launches two heavy-duty dicers at Anuga FoodTec 2024



                                                                                                        

	
					
			
	Digital image analysis to add value to fresh-cut produce



                                                                                                        

	
					
			
	Discover the new Yuran Capcitec™ at Fruit Logistica
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	Macfrut Academy: A New Video Lesson on Chilean Cherries, Spotlighting a Globally Successful Supply Chain



                                                                                                        

	
					
			
	Recognizing the Challenges of the Times: Bizerba Announces Strategic Organizational Restructuring



                                                                                                        

	
					
			
	Macfrut 2024: spotlight on innovation and sustainability in a  packed programme of events
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																		 poscosecha.com 	 avis-cookies 	 1 year 
	 Cookie necessary for the use of the options and services of the website. 
	 poscosecha.com 	 PHPSESSID 	 12 hours 
	 Cookies generated by applications based on the PHP language. This is a general purpose identifier used to hold user session variables. This is typically a randomly generated number, how it is used can be site specific, but a good example is maintaining a logged in state for a user between pages. 
	 poscosecha.com 	 XSRF-TOKEN 	 12 hours 
	 It is an encrypted cookie that is used to control that all form submissions are made by the user currently logged in, avoiding CSRF (Cross-Site Request Forgery) attacks. 
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	 Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views. 
	 youtube.com 	 CONSENT 	 2 years 
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	 youtube.com 	 VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE 	 5 months 
	 A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface. 
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	 The YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track views of videos embedded on Youtube pages. 
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